
Treasure Island



Success Criteria

Aim

• I can multiply by 1000 to convert measurements from kilometres to 
metres. 

• I can divide by 1000 to convert measurements from metres into 
kilometres.

• I can convert between metres and kilometres to solve problems.

• I can convert metric measures involving length (kilometres and metres).



Can you help me to
match the equivalent 
measurements on my 

matching cards?

Metres in Kilometres and
Kilometres in Metres



5km = 5000m
What calculation did we do to convert from kilometres to metres?

Multiplying and Dividing by 1000
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To convert from kilometres to metres, we multiply
by 1000. To multiply by 1000, each digit moves 

three places to the left:

We multiply by 1000 to convert kilometre 
measurements with decimal numbers in the

same way.



Convert each measurement from kilometres to metres
by multiplying the number by 1000.

Multiplying and Dividing by 1000

Kilometres Metres
2.852km

4.32km

8.9km

9.06km

Remember, before
the decimal point, we must 
add zeros as a placeholder 

to fill the empty places. 



3000m = 3km
What calculation did we do to convert from metres to kilometres?

Multiplying and Dividing by 1000
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To convert from metres to kilometres, we 
divide by 1000. To divide by 1000, each 

digit moves three places to the right:
Sometimes dividing by 1000 gives us

a decimal answer:



Convert each measurement from metres to kilometres
by dividing the number by 1000.

Multiplying and Dividing by 1000

Metres Kilometres
3568m

4113m

6580m

8600m

7070m

Remember, after the 
decimal place, any zeros 
after the last digit in the 
number have no value –

so we do not need to
write them. 



Two explorers, Lucy and James, have landed on Dog Kennel Island. 

Hunting for Treasure

They have discovered a mysterious 
set of directions that they hope will 
lead to hidden treasure!

However, the directions are given in 
a mix of metres and kilometres. 

They must make sure they walk the 
correct distance in each direction so 
that they can find the exact location 
of the treasure.



Use <, > or = to compare these measurements:

Hunting for Treasure

It was 6423m between the Talking Toucan and
the Angry Alligator, but the Talking Toucan flew 
2.502km further away. What is the distance 
between them now?
Give your answer in kilometres. 8.925km

It is 2655m from the Dragon’s Cave to 
the Mysterious Monkey. However, the 
explorers took a shortcut and made their 
journey 1.03km shorter. How far did they 
end up walking between the two places? 
Give your answer in metres. 



Task: 





Task: 





Task:







Challenge:



Success Criteria

Aim

• I can multiply by 1000 to convert measurements from kilometres to 
metres. 

• I can divide by 1000 to convert measurements from metres into 
kilometres.

• I can convert between metres and kilometres to solve problems.

• I can convert metric measures involving length (kilometres and
metres).




